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As of late September it has been a good 12 months for
investors. Clients will appreciate our tilting portfolios towards
US equities over the last couple of years, as the US has
strongly outperformed Canada; our absolute minimization of
bonds has also been fortuitous, since bonds have had negative
returns year to date.
This newsletter has 3 segments on performance: the first
shows how your managers just happen to be doing quite well,
the second is about why top performance doesn’t matter much
anyway, and it closes with a warning about the coming
Performance Derby.
My last newsletter essay was about how active portfolio
managers could do very well against the passive indexes. I
didn’t expect the numbers to be so clear so quickly in support
of my point.
The table on the following page shows the returns from the
managers who have the greatest share of my clients’ and my
personal capital. You can clearly see that the managers – net
of fees – are besting the indexes.
The comparison is even biased against the managers because
their results are published – as required by regulation – net of
fees whereas the indexes are before any fees or costs. Since
investing in an index would incur some expense, the index
returns below are significantly overstated.
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If you take half a percent off the index returns to reflect the cost of the index fund and a percent
for the cost of an advisor, the managers look very good against the indexes, even over 10 years!
The managers are doing well against the indexes particularly in the last year because the
composition of their portfolios is very different from the index. David Slater of Cundill US for
instance had his portfolio almost 50% in US bank stocks, a much higher weight than the index.
Similarly, Scott Carscallen of Mackenzie Cdn. Small Cap Value has very little gold and mining
compared to the index.
Average Annual Returns
31-Aug-13
1 Year
American
CI American Small Companies
CI American Value
CI US Equity Plus
Cundill US
Mackenzie US Mid Cap Growth (hedged)
Mackenzie US Mid Cap Growth (unhedged)
S&P 500
S&P 500 (Cdn. $)
Canadian
CI Cdn. Investment
CI Cdn. Small/Mid Cap
Cundill Cdn. Security
Mackenzie Growth
Mackenzie Cdn. Small Cap Value
TSX
TSX Small Cap

3 Year

5 Year

10 Year

33.5%
24.6%
26.8%
40.0%
21.4%
27.0%

17.3%
13.6%
9.4%
17.8%
17.4%
16.5%

6.8%
4.0%
2.0%
5.8%
8.5%
8.6%

5.0%
4.6%
n/a
3.1%
n/a
8.0%

16.1%
26.0%

15.9%
15.8%

4.9%
10.5%

4.9%
4.8%

18.6%
10.2%
27.9%
14.9%
23.6%

6.7%
9.5%
15.0%
7.5%
10.3%

2.4%
5.2%
8.0%
-0.5%
5.6%

7.2%
6.6%
7.0%
3.1%
7.5%

9.3%
-3.0%

5.0%
-2.2%

1.3%
-2.3%

8.1%
0.9%

Source: GlobeAdvisor

Canada vs. US
The US includes entire industries which do not exist meaningfully in Canada, such as health care,
pharmaceuticals, chemicals, agriculture, autos, aircraft, plus consumer stocks such as cosmetics or
construction, technology, and others. Your managers therefore have a much broader and deeper
hunting ground in the US to look for bargains.
Yes, the numbers are correct: the TSX Small Cap index is negative, and the TSX return is only 1%
per year for 5 years, dragged down by resources such as gold and coal, both down roughly 50% from
their peaks as the China story shifts gears.
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Your small cap managers have blown the index
away because their funds don’t look anything like
the index. That’s what you are paying them for.
And you can be satisfied, next time some
chattering head at a cocktail party tries to tell
you you’re a fool for paying management fees.
Nuff said on that.

Bonds
I have been warning for some time of the dangers
in the bond market. Bonds go up in price when
rates fall, and rates have been falling for most of
the last 30 years. So bonds have had a tailwind
driving prices higher, and that tailwind is now
gone and likely to reverse.
During the second quarter of 2013, the interest
yield on the US 10-year Treasury bond increased
from 1.6% to 2.6%, thereby creating
approximately an 8% capital loss for bond
investors, according to Danny Bubis at Tetrem.
Even with interest income offsetting some of the
capital loss, government bonds on average have
incurred a loss of almost 3% ytd to August1.
Now, for those of us who have endured the 50%+
decline in equity markets in 2009, a loss of 8%
may not seem like much, but it is a large decline
in the bond world: consider that interest income
of only 1.6% will require 5 years to earn back an
8% loss.
Pity the poor, ill-advised souls who fled the equity
markets over the last 5 years for the apparent
safety of the bond market, only to be handed a
loss on arrival.
Not only that, a hapless investor trying to
withdraw 4% or 5% per year to live on from a bond
earning 2% interest is losing 3% per year out of the
blocks; after inflation of 2% the investment is
going down by 5% per year.

1
2

Also interesting, and possibly only a simple
coincidence, is that the 5 years to recover this
summer’s bond loss is about the same time period
the equity market took to recover from the
financial crisis of 2008/9.
Just to drive a tomato stake through the heart of
the matter, I will repeat that the low volatility of
bonds which makes them ‘safe’ over very short
time periods (to the limited minds of the
consultants and regulator lawyers anyway), comes
at the terrible expense of artificially low interest
yields. These pitiful rates doom the retired
investor – trying to withdraw 5% to live on – to
most certainly losing half his purchasing power
over only 10 years and likely extinguishing all his
capital over no more than 20 years!

High performance not a goal
As sacrilegious as it may seem to some people, it
is NOT a goal - of mine anyway - to invest with
the goal of top performance. Clients and other
readers will know that I do not pretend that the
investment managers will ‘outperform’ an index,
peer group or any other thing.
One of the most important – and difficult - lessons
of investing is that investment success does not
depend on the ‘outperformance’ of a particular
investment, or manager.
Clients may recall that some 90% of the difference
between portfolios’ returns is attributable to the
asset mix (stocks, bonds, cash, and real estate)
that the portfolio has had over the period2. Very
little difference is attributable to the
performance of the investment manager within
the asset class.

DEX Gov’t bond total return index to Aug 31, 2013, source: Tacita Capital
The famous study is Brinson, Hood and Beebower, Financial Analysts Journal, July-August, 1986.
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The reason for this is that the range or difference between top and bottom manager returns is often less
than the difference between stocks and bonds3. A middle of the pack equity return will still be 50% higher
than an average bond return. So it is much more important to get the mix of stocks, bonds, and cash
halfway right than it is to ‘shoot the lights out’ in a particular asset class.
In investing, as in many things in life, the pursuit of high returns skates you very close to greed, and the
gods are very unkind to greedy investors. In investing, the tortoise always wins. (Students of history will
have no trouble understanding the concept).
It’s a point that some people have difficulty seeing, but the pursuit of top performance often (usually?)
leads to failure. The old saying ‘There’s old pilots and there’s bold pilots, but there aren’t any old bold
pilots’ is true, and it does apply to some degree to investing, but it captures only part of the message.
Achieving top returns is not something that can be assured with the hardest work or the most practice or
the sharpest mind (these things help, but a working knowledge of history is probably just as important).
Excellent and successful investing is not quite the same as an aerobatic pilot that never makes a mistake,
or the physical capability of an Olympic athlete. The future is simply not visible to any of us. The
investing journey is much much longer than a 10 minute stunt flight. It is a lifelong marathon that none of
us has ever been on before. There are no signposts and no maps. So it’s a little more comparable to a 12
hour transcontinental flight in bad weather with only rudimentary instruments. Trying to throw a stunt in
is just begging for trouble.
There’s another saying in investing, ‘Pigs get slaughtered’. No explanation needed.

Performance Warning
We are about to enter a new and dangerous phase in the media circus that surrounds investing. The 5
year investment return numbers above include much of the horrifying 57% drop that bottomed in March
2009. Starting in December 2013, and really getting underway in March next year, the 2008 and 2009
declines will drop out of the data and be replaced by the 2013 and 2014 numbers respectively.
Dropping 2 of the worst quarters in history and adding 2 quarters of even mediocre data will transform the
5-year S&P 500 returns from the 5% above to about 20% per year (makes sense, since the market has
roughly doubled off its lows).
Suddenly, the media will clue in to what pros and experienced investors have seen thundering down the
tracks: double-digit returns! Suddenly the equity markets will be ‘a good place to invest again’.
Suddenly bloggers and newspaper journalists will go orbital writing about how to make the most money in
investment markets.

3

The return from stocks net of inflation since 1926 is about 3 times the return from bonds, according to Ibbotson, even with the tailwind
that bonds have ridden from declining interest rates, and that tailwind is over, as we have discussed many times.
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Tax-Free Savings
Accounts (TFSAs)
Did you know?
1)

Investment returns (capital
gains, interest and dividends)
earned in a TFSA are not
taxed, even when withdrawn.

2)

Withdrawals are tax free and
can be used for any purpose.

3)

Unused contribution room
can be carried forward
indefinitely and any amount
withdrawn from a TFSA can
be re-contributed in a future
year without using new
contribution room.

4)

Income earned or funds
withdrawn will not impact
the Old Age Security, the
Guaranteed Income
Supplement or Canada Child
Tax Benefit.

5)

The contribution limit for
2013 is $5,500.

If you would like more
information on how a TFSA might
benefit you, please give us a call.

Get ready for it: all at once, the media circus will go
from talking about how to protect your portfolio from a
crash that happened five years ago, to how to generate
20% or 40% or 100% returns. Journalists with no money,
no memory, and no responsibility for advice will write
sarcastically about how obvious it was to have invested
5 years ago in the top-performing thing, whatever it
happens to be, just as a certain journalist wrote
recently that “the financial crisis was so obvious”.
Nick Murray, an oft-quoted commentator I’ve listened
to for 20 years, calls it ‘the return of the Performance
Derby’.
The reason the ‘Performance Derby’ is so dangerous is
because it encourages all the wrong behavior, and for
all the wrong reasons. Performance Derby thinking
looks at all the top-performing things, many of which
you can be sure will appear to have done better than
anything you have. Performance Derby thinking infers
– with the sole intent of disturbing you – that you could
have and should have somehow known in advance
which investment rocket ship was actually going to the
moon; it will exhort you to put your money in a rocket
ship now, before it’s too late.
Readers of this newsletter, who have endured the
declines of 5 years ago, and have had the courage to
stay invested through the recovery of the past 5 years
to equal and surpass their previous highs, will look with
appropriate condescension on this ‘news’.
We will continue to be grateful for having maintained
our courage through the crisis, and having recovered
fully and then some. We will continue to look forward
with careful optimism about our economic and
financial future.
Thank you again for listening. Thank you for your
loyalty and trust. I look forward to the continued ups
and downs of the world. The ups are rewarding for
investors. The downs are where I earn my pay and
demonstrate my value.
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Investor Performance
Recent studies completed by two well-regarded US research firms compared the returns of the average
equity investor with the returns of the average equity fund over the 20 years from 1991 to 20104. The
results confirm those from similar studies over the years.
The studies found the average equity fund returned 9.9% per year for 20 years, while the average
investor in those funds, unfortunately, did not do so well, netting only about 3.8%/yr., or less than half.
In other words, the average investor underperformed – by a dramatic margin – his own investments over
a 20 year period! How can this be?
The reason is because the average investor tends to move money around too much. Typically money will
move into a fund after it has done well, and out after the fund has had a low or negative return. Since
even the top-performing funds have periods of low returns, they all experience these performancedriven surges of money into and out of them (it drives the portfolio manager nuts; it’s like all your
passengers running from one side of the boat to the other).
Money management people are very familiar with these ill-advised surges of money. Peter Lynch,
manager of the top performing Fidelity Magellan Fund used to comment publicly (he retired long ago)
that their own data indicated that the average investor in Magellan underperformed the fund.
It is curious to me how powerful this instinctive – but terribly wrong – behavior persists in the face of
tons of data.
There are two main culprits. The first of course is the chattering financial news media, whose
perspective and memory is not more than 24 hours and whose main goal is to disturb you … so that you
will continue to log on and follow the news, minute by senseless minute.
The second culprit is gutless financial salespeople who know or ought to know that they are just helping
people commit hari-kari by buying what’s gone up and selling what’s gone down.
Standing against this powerful but terribly wrong instinct is one of the most important – some people say
the most important – value that a true investment advisor provides.

4

Quantitative Analysis of Investor Behavior, Dalbar Inc., March 2011, per Nick Murray, Vol. 11, July 2011.
2013 Christopher Horan, all rights reserved.
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